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kingston cuts
concert short

FallFest

Abrupt ending hurts otherwise
successful event on University Yard
by Gabriella Schwarz
Hatchet Staff Writer
Fall Fest finished on a sour
note this weekend with headliner Sean Kingston ending his concert after students threw glow
sticks on stage, tarnishing what
organizers called an otherwise
fun afternoon.
After performing about four
songs, Kingston walked off
stage when glow sticks – which
had been provided by Program
Board – were thrown on stage.
Tim Miller, executive director
of the Student Activities Cen-
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ter, came on stage and told the
crowd not to throw objects and
Kingston returned about 10 minutes later, but he left the stage
again after another glow stick
was thrown. PB released a statement after the show that said
Kingston was struck by two objects thrown after he had come
back on stage.
Organizers agreed that Kingston was scheduled to perform at

See FALL FEST: Page 5

Task force to choose
degree audit system
System expected to
improve academic
advising
by Matt Rist
Hatchet Staff Writer

Chris gregory and marie mcgrory | hatchet photographers

Sean Kingston (top left) performs at Fall Fest Saturday evening. Kingston walked off stage when students threw glow
sticks at the platform where he was performing. Earlier in the day, students participated in outdoor activities and ate
free food in University Yard.

City hears plans for
local school building
Winning proposal
will dictate Stevens
school construction
by Amy D'onofrio
Assistant News Editor
Neighborhood groups weighed
in on three proposals for the redevelopment of Stevens Elementary
School this summer, and a winning
proposal could be chosen by the city
this month.
While all proposals will retain the structure of the historic
building, which was built in 1868
and closed last year, each option
offered different features for the
site located on 21st Street near the
edge of campus.
The Office of the Deputy Mayor for Planning and Economic
Development originally received
nine bids for the 3 9 , 0 0 0
squarefoot

property, and after narrowing the
choices to three, developers presented their plans to the community in June.
One of those proposals, made
by Peebles Development LLC,
calls for a boutique hotel and was
approved by Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2A this summer, in part because the plan includes additional parking space.
Though the group can only
offer recommendations to the
city on the redevelopment of the
school, their comments will be
taken into consideration when
the city chooses between the three
proposals, commissioners said at
the body’s meeting in June.
Another proposal came from
Equity Residential, the company
that also built the apartments at
2400 M St. Commissioners made it
clear at the June meeting that they
did not support the plan, saying
they feared the rooms would be
rented out to students. The proposal from Equity Residential

A top administrator said last
week that a degree audit system
– which many say will dramatically improve GW’s academic
advising – is finally on its way.
Jeffrey Lenn, associate vice
president for academic operations, said a task force has been
created to choose the software
for the degree audit system,
which saves time and resources
by automatically analyzing a student’s progress toward his or her
degree.
“We are organizing a blue-

ribbon task force,” Lenn said.
“The task force will be representative of key stakeholders who
will take responsibility for the
implementation of the system.”
Landon Wade, director of academic advising in the Columbian
College of Arts and Sciences, said
his office has been in support of
a proposed degree audit system
for a number of years.
“We have been asking for a
degree audit system since 2000,”
Wade said. “We think it would
be a great self-serving system for
faculty and students.”
Wade said the proposed system would leave undergraduate
advisers with more time to devote to actual interactions with
students.
“Rather than students spending hours making balance sheets
with advisers, we could do more

See AUDIT: Page 5

Not your average reality star
Mormon freshman will be part of documentary about collegiate life

by Hadas Gold
Life Editor
You will never see Stephen Nelson walking out of
the Gelman Starbucks with a
caffeinated beverage. Nor will
you ever see him taking tequila
shots in Thurston. Or smoking.
Or having sex – before marriage
at least.
“It’s all about keeping it
wholesome,” said Nelson, a
freshman political communication major.

You may see him, though,
being followed around by a
camera crew.
Nelson is a member of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, more commonly referred to as the Mormons. He is
one of nine young Mormon men
being filmed as part of a church
documentary and reality series
that follows their lives in the
time they spend before going
off to serve two-year missions
around the world.
A mission involves being as-

signed to a location around the
world for either 18 months or
two years, teaching “the gospel
of Jesus Christ” and performing
“community service in the areas
they are called to,” according to
the official LDS Web site.
The purpose of the film
project, according to Nelson, is
to clear up misconceptions and
urban legends people may have
about Mormons, and to bring
the church out of obscurity.

See MORMONS: Page 7

See STEVENS: Page 5
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Freshman Stephen Nelson was followed by a film crew for the first days of school as part of a documentary that covers the collegiate lives of Mormon men before they leave for two-year missions abroad.
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In Brief
Univ. receives grant to
improve language studies

GW’s language resource center received a
grant from the U.S. Department of Education
to advance the study of South Asian languages
last month.
The National Capital Language Resource
Center, a consortium of GW, Georgetown, and
the Center for Applied Linguistics, was announced as the recipient of the International
Research and Studies grant last month. NCLRC programs educate teachers from around
the country on effective teaching styles and
current technology. Money from the grant will
be used to identify how different South Asian
languages are taught in communities throughout the U.S. so those communities can receive
educational support, according to Dr. Anna
Uhl Chamot, co-director of the NCLRC.
“No one has actually found out who is
teaching these languages at the K-12 level in
this country,” Chamot, said.“Nobody has the
whole list or knows what the needs are, that’s
what we’re trying to find out with this project.”
Chamot said many South Asian languages,
including those found in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal, are passed down through
generations in a family or through community
schools. Thus, in many cases the teachers and
students do not have access to supplies and advanced teaching techniques.
Planning for the project began on Aug. 31,
and representatives from the center said they
have already spoken with representatives from
the University of California at Los Angeles and
the University of Maryland.
The NCLRC has received the same grant
for its study of Arabic in the same grades, and
Chamot said she believes the South Asian project will have the same successful outcome.
“This effort demonstrated how the goal
of improving the teaching of Arabic has unified teachers from diverse backgrounds who
would have otherwise remained isolated,”
Chamot said. “As a result, the NCLRC is wellplaced to lead these efforts for South Asian language education.”

–Gabriella Schwarz

Chris Gregory | Hatchet staff photographer

Freshman Nigel Madden tie-dyes a T-shirt during the Bazaar held on the Mount Vernon campus Sunday. The event was designed to give students a
chance to decorate their residence hall rooms with an international flair.

Calendar
TRAiLS Outdoor Adventure
Festival

The Changing World and
China-U.S. Relations

Interfraternity Council rush information session and orientation

Teach for America information session

GW TRAiLS will offer free food,
a rock-climbing wall and prizes
during their kickoff event.
University Yard | 4 p.m.

Chinese Ambassador Wu Jianmin
will speak to students in this
RSVP-only event.
Elliott School, Room 602 | 12:30
to 1:45 p.m.

Learn more about Greek life on campus and meet with members from
the 16 IFC fraternities on campus.
Marvin Center Grand Ballroom and
Terrace | 7 to 9 p.m.

Learn more about the need for
teachers and how to spend a
year working in America’s schools.
Marvin Center Amphitheatre |
7 to 9 p.m.

Correction

The article “Cilluffo will chair Homeland Security Review,” on p. B3 of the
Sept. 3 issue, mistakenly identified two
different governmental reviews. Cilluffo
will lead the U.S. Quadrennial Homeland
Security Review to assess the Department
of Homeland Security’s direction and
priorities. The story mistakenly made a
reference to the Quadrennial Defense Review, which began in 1996 and analyzes
the Department of Defense’s priorities.
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Recap all the events at
this weekend’s activites
on University Yard.

Sprinklers damage residence
hall in Saturday evacuation.

Professors must now add learning objectives to syllabi.

Fall Fest

Amsterdam Hall

Administration changes syllabus policies
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Officials celebrate
South Hall debut
Univ. highlights
eco-friendly features
of GW's newest dorm
by marielle mondon	
Hatchet Reporter
University President Steven Knapp
and members of the GW community
celebrated the opening of South Hall,
the school’s first LEED-certified construction project on Thursday morning.
The newest residence hall, which
houses seniors in suites made up of
four or five bedrooms, two bathrooms
and a communal kitchen and living
area, is the first GW building to be
approved by the United States Green
Building Council in Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design.
Some eco-friendly amenities include low volatile organic compound
paints, bamboo paneling, recycling
areas on every floor, low-flow plumbing fixtures and water filters for every
room.
A ceremonial planting of echinaceas, which are intended to grow up
the back wall of the South Hall courtyard, followed the ceremony.
Senior Vice President for Student
and Academic Support Services Robert Chernak said South Hall is only one
part of GW’s goal for a larger community of on-campus residents.
“In 1990, there were less than 3,000
beds on campus,” Chernak said. Since
then, Chernak said, the number of beds
has increased to around 7,500.
“The seniors will probably think
back to those days in Thurston, then
contrast that to the opportunities in
South Hall,” Chernak said.
Since assuming the presidency
two years ago, Knapp has made campus sustainability a priority. At Thursday’s opening, he noted there is a larger struggle in updating older campus
buildings – such as the F Street House
where Knapp and his wife reside – to
newer environmental standards.
“The F Street House has been there
since 1849. It’s an architectural part of
history,” Knapp said. “There is always

a challenge for urban sustainability
while preserving historical character.”
Knapp said South Hall offers a
two-fold benefit. It provides more oncampus residences for upperclassmen
and builds a sense of community, he
said, but added that the residence hall
is important in “reducing the burden
of surrounding neighborhoods” with
students seeking off-campus living.
Knapp attributed much of South
Hall’s success to Campaign GW, GW’s
student-led group focused on the extended campus plan of the University.
Sophomore Dylan Pyne, co-coordi-

"The seniors will probably
think back to those
days in Thurston, then
contrast that to the
opportunities in South Hall."
Robert chernak
Senior Vice President for Student and
Academic Support Services
nator of Campaign GW, said the group
reached out to students, parents and
staff to contribute ideas concerning the
building.
“If you help shape what the campus looks like, it gives you a sense of
ownership,” Pyne said.
Although GW representatives
boast South Hall’s green initiatives,
many residents find more solace in the
privacy and free laundry provided in
their new rooms.
“It’s nice to have your own place to
go and close the door within the suite,”
senior Alexandra Matteson said. “I
can’t really complain about anything.”
“It’s the best dorm I’m ever lived in
at GW,” senior Roy Tian Qin said.
Despite being his favorite residence hall, Qin did say water issues
have plagued his room so far.
“The water is lukewarm, though. It
never gets hot enough.”
The next residence hall to be built
to LEED standards will be Mount VerAnne Wernikoff | Assistant Photo Editor
non’s Pelham hall, which the Univer- University President Steven Knapp plants a flower in honor of South Hall's status as a LEED-certified residence hall at
its unveiling Thursday morning.
sity plans to open next fall. u

Former SA president seeks office Business program
Thorpe is running
for Maryland's
House of Delegates
by Chelsea Radler
Hatchet Reporter
Former Student Association
President Lamar Thorpe has begun a campaign to represent
Maryland’s 47th District in the
state’s House of Delegates.
“Anyone who lives in the
47th District knows that there is
a great deal of work to be done to
make our community and county
stronger, and as the gateway to
Washington, D.C., our neighborhoods are ripe with potential,”
Thorpe, 29, said on his campaign
Web site.
His priorities, according to his
campaign announcement, include
improving public school systems
with “innovative programs," and
"preparing all of our children to
become educated, productive and
prosperous adults who give back
to their community.”
His campaign also emphasizes the importance of public
health and confronting domestic
violence.
“I will make excellence our
standard by recognizing that all

of these issues are interrelated.
For too long we’ve settled for
band-aid solutions, now it’s time
for innovative ideas,” he said on
his Web site.
Thorpe did not return an email request for comment Sunday
afternoon.
Raised by Mexican immigrants
in California, Thorpe enlisted in
the Navy and was sent to Guam
before enrolling at GW. Thorpe
graduated from GW with a bachelor’s degree in women’s studies
and sociology in Spring 2007.
He won the position of president of the SA in a runoff election
against Morgan Corr and served
for the 2006-2007 academic term.
Thorpe’s accomplishments as
leader of the SA included providing free condoms in all freshman
dorms and participating in the
selection of current University
President Steven Knapp for that
post.
Student Judicial Services
found Thorpe guilty of disorderly conduct in August 2007.
He had been charged with sexual
harassment, but was found innocent of those charges, which
stemmed from a complaint that
he encouraged an intoxicated girl
to perform sexual acts with him
and another member of the SA,
according to a University Police
Department report.
Thorpe later became a Presi-

retains top 20 rank
by Lauren French
Assistant News Editor

Lamar Thorpe
dential Administrative Fellow at
GW. He graduated in 2009 with a
master’s degree in women’s studies.
As of Sept. 3, only Democrat
Wanda Shelton-Martin had registered with the Maryland State
Board of Elections to run in the
47th District, which is located in
Prince George’s County.
The current representatives
for Prince George’s County are
Democrats Jolene Ivey, Victor
Ramirez and Doyle Niemann.
The primary election is Sept.
14, 2010. u
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GW’s international business department maintained its 16th-place
position last week in U.S. News &
World Report’s annual ranking of the
nation’s best business programs.
The department shares the spot
with Indiana University and University of Missouri at St. Louis for the
second year in a row. As a whole,
the School of Business rose one spot
to No. 38 – its ninth year as a top 50
school, Dean Susan Phillips said.
“Rankings don’t capture everything but they do give information to
employers… It’s important for parents
and for students,” Phillips said. “We
don’t spend all day thinking about the
rankings but they are important.”
Despite recent statements by the
University’s top administrators that
rankings cannot capture the true value
of a university – after GW was ranked
53rd overall – the School of Business
flaunted their top scores, sending a
news release and highlighting the
scores on social media sites. The international program’s rank hasn’t
changed over the past two years, and
the school earned the No. 41 spot in
2007.
Faculty in the international business department are pleased with the
department’s rank, but feel that it is
because GW has one of the most wellknown international business departments in the country.
“I assume that our visibility is high
and many other schools are aware
about our programs,” department
chair Fernando Robles said. “This can
be attributed not only to quality of the
program but also to the fact that we
are one of the most established pro-

grams.”
Robles said “curriculum changes
or quality of teaching do not have an
immediate impact” on the rankings.
In a statement released by the
University, Lawrence Singleton, associate dean for undergraduate programs, said the 2010 rankings prove
the School of Business has “solid
foundations.”
Students in the School of Business
also said they are happy that their
school is receiving national attention.
“The fact that GW accepts only a
certain percentage of students into the
business school, I think that makes the
experience,” junior Hamadoun Cisse
said. “I think the students are smarter
and ready to study and concentrate on
their studies."
Many freshmen said these
rankings made them feel confident about their decision to come
to GW.
“I’ve never been too big on the
numbers before, but it’s pretty cool
to know,” freshman Josh Majewski
said. “It makes it more up there so
GW can compete with other business
schools.”
Now that the school has consistently stayed in the top 50 and the
international business department
is ranked in the top 20, Robles hopes
that the reputation of the department
will stay high in the face of increased
competition.
“The challenge is to maintain the
rankings as many other schools with
good international business programs
are making inroads in the top 20, including some of our local competitors,” Robles said. u
- Nicole Pozzi contributed to this report.
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Staff Editorial
Rushing to recruitment
Make a decision – Prepare for an
event that may determine the nature of
your entire college career or spend the
day participating in a national effort of
community service and improvement.
Unfortunately, many freshman girls
may be facing such a situation.
A scheduling conflict that was first
realized in May is now swiftly approaching: both sorority recruitment
and the University-sponsored Freshman Day of Service will take place
on this Friday. While sororities have
made it a priority to accommodate
freshmen interested in attending both,
the entire conflict could have been
managed more effectively by all parties involved.
Close to a year ago, the Panhellenic Association set their recruitment
dates for this upcoming weekend,
and in the spring of this year, officials
from both Panhel and the University
became aware of a major scheduling
conflict. The day of service – a national
effort that, for some, includes painting
and coincides with the anniversary of
Sept. 11 – was planned to take place on
the same day as sorority recruitment.
According to schedules for the two
events, freshman girls who participate
in the day of service have only 30 minutes to prepare for the evening.
All stereotypes aside, for an event
as important to a college career as
sorority recruitment, a girl could use
more than half an hour to return to her
dorm, get dressed and get to the Marvin Center. Based on the time frame,
it would be easy to conclude that attending both events is not an option
– a thought some freshmen have expressed.
While the two events have little
time in between, it is extremely important that freshman girls know it is
possible to participate in both events.
Panhel has made it very clear to the
recruitment counselors that accommodations need to be made for freshmen
coming from the Day of Service. They
have also made it clear that coming to
recruitment directly from volunteering will not be penalized in any way.
While these efforts are applaudable, it
is still a game of catch-up that could
have been avoided by more effective
coordination.
We understand that Panhel was in
a difficult situation – finding a suitable
time for recruitment between Labor
Day weekend and the Jewish holidays
that follow shortly is not easy. At the
same time, the University made an
obligation to the nationally promoted
Day of Service. A solution to this conflict called for more creativity and collaboration, but because this did not
happen, both events will suffer.
The Day of Service has been a big
initiative for President Knapp, who
could have been more effective in
resolving the issue. He has the pull
and access to University resources to
ensure that neither event loses participation to the other. Whether by
rescheduling service events for earlier
times, providing additional buses for
freshman girls to return early, or even
working with the Marvin Center to allow sororities to utilize the building
for a longer period of time, more could
have been done publicly to resolve the
conflict.
Even without such high-level involvement, we still feel a better solution could have been found. The Office of Community Service and Panhel
could both have been less rigid in their
planning. It is hard to imagine that
pushing either event an hour earlier
or later would have been a substantial
problem.
Although we feel this issue could
have been dealt with in a more effective way, it seems Panhel is serious
about accommodating attendees of
both events. While it may be inconvenient, we highly encourage girls who
are interested in service and sisterhood to do both on Friday.

Quotable

“I wish it could have been longer. It’s
GW, it’s not like someone’s going to take
out a gun and shoot him. If he’s being
paid, people should be able to throw
things. Is he afraid of glow sticks?”
Freshman Hannah During on Sean
Kingston cutting his performance
short at Fall Fest, after objects were
thrown on stage.

Will the real Bob McDonnell please stand up?
Amidst controversy, McDonnell should not have spoken

D

o you view working women as “detrimental” to the
family? Have thoughts of
unmarried couples buying contraceptives kept you up at night? Oh,
and don’t you just hate how the
government prioritizes those pesky “cohabitators, homosexuals,
and fornicators” over husbands
and wives?

selves.
According to McDonnell’s
staff, who over the past week have
probably slept even less than the
average GW student, their candidate has shunned his prior positions and today espouses more
mainstream views. You see, we
mustn’t fault McDonnell for the
ideas he harbored as a student,
since maturity and fatherhood
have shown him the error of his
ways and account for his moderate positions today. Indeed, the
success of McDonnell’s campaign
thus far is likely due to his focus
on pocketbook issues like the
economy and an avoidance of the
radical conservative gospel featured in his thesis.
On the surface, this seems perfectly reasonable. After all, who
hasn’t written something for a class
and disagreed with it later? But
if you delve a bit deeper into this
story, you’ll realize that McDonnell
is playing Virginians for fools.
These simply are not the
youthful rants of a onetime conservative firebrand. In fact, McDonnell authored his incendiary
thesis at the age of 34, shortly before his maiden run for public office and after the birth of his first
two daughters. I wonder how

Matt Ingoglia
If you answered in the affirmative to any of those questions,
you’d love Virginia Republican gubernatorial nominee Bob McDonnell, as these gems comprise key
sections of his recently unearthed
1989 graduate school thesis.
Of course, the vast majority
of us see such comments as reprehensible at best and blatantly hateful at worst. The Washington Post
has already christened the scandal
McDonnell’s “Macaca moment”
in reference to the bigoted gaffe
that sunk the re-election hopes of
former Virginia Sen. George Allen
(R). That’s shocking enough – but
the campaign’s damage control
tactics might actually prove more
despicable than the words them-

two decades, and only under the
unforgiving light of this campaign
will his intolerance percolate to
the surface, his credibility evaporate, and his handlers defiantly
obfuscate the facts.
Sadly, the College Republicans lent McDonnell their bully
pulpit at their kickoff event last
Wednesday, even in spite of these
revelations. It would have been
nice to see the CRs rescind their
invitation.
Instead, they hosted a man
who within my lifetime railed
against responsible birth control and the notion of a working woman. Obviously he didn’t
mention the controversy, and his
evasiveness was rewarded with
cheers from the friendly audience.
Much of the rhetoric centered on
economic issues, echoing the McDonnell campaign's slogan “Bob’s
4 Jobs.”
I wonder if that includes the
women who comprise 56 percent
of GW's student body, most of
whom are probably looking for a
"detrimental" career outside the
home.
–The writer, a junior majoring
in political communication, is the
communications director for the GW
College Democrats.

"Of course, the vast
majority of us see such
comments as
reprehensible at best and
blatantly hateful at worst. "
he would react if some politician
tried to prohibit either of them
from pursuing careers.
And these weren’t just spontaneous thoughts, either; they characterized McDonnell’s sweeping
vision for the Republican Party,
which ordered its candidates to ignore the separation of church and
state by adopting a radical conservative platform. That might have
worked before Virginia voted for
the first black president last November, but it won’t fly today.
Now, I don’t knock McDonnell
for running from his words faster
than Usain Bolt at the 100-meter
dash. But I do blame him for trying to put one over on the people
of Virginia, who know better than
to elect extremists like him. Politically speaking, this man has gotten away with plenty for the past

In search of a policy for PCs

GW needs uniform technology guidelines for the classroom

T

he beginning of the semester here at
GW requires students not only to start
five new courses but also to learn the
idiosyncrasies of five different professors.
It is sometimes easy to forget that professors are people too, with their own lives and
schedules and quirks, and like other human
beings, they are entitled to their own opinions, especially when it comes to classroom
protocol. But too often, a student has to deal
with as many as five divergent opinions on
the use of laptops in class, online posting of
assignments, or whether teachers can be reliably reached by e-mail. A unified university
policy on technology would go a long way
towards making class a little more studentfriendly.
The first issue, and probably the most
contentious one for professor-student relationships, is the lack of a school-wide policy
on laptop use in class. Some professors include in their syllabi multi-paragraph entries admonishing the use of computers to
take notes, roiling against Facebook usage
in class. Other professors simply don’t care
and students can take notes how they want.
While student distraction is certainly an issue when it comes to laptop use, professors
should understand that their students can be

Evan Schwartz
Columnist
just as disconnected without electronic stimuli. Claiming that computers cause students
to become distracted fixates on students who
use their computers for evil purposes and
punishes those who simply take better notes
while typing.
If a professor is willing to give A’s to
anyone who earns them, why does he or she
care how his or her students use technology
to earn those grades? The classroom is never a level playing field. Some students take
better notes on papers. Some students have
learning disabilities. Some students are better suited to different subjects and some students have more extracurriculars taking up
their time outside the classroom. Students
should be allowed every tool at their disposal. And please, treat us like adults – we
are all here to learn, and paying attention in
class is our prerogative.
But what about the use of technology
when it comes to other issues like receiving
assignments, submitting papers and even

communicating directly with professors?
While it is understandable that a math assignment cannot be submitted electronically with the same ease as a paper, GW still
contains far too many teachers who seem to
be outright luddites when it comes to dealing with e-mail and other technology. The
University should make it a priority to not
only dole out e-mail addresses to professors, as they do now, but also to ensure that
teachers are always reachable electronically,
or at least within 48 hours of e-mailing. Office hours are a terrific way to interact with
a professor, but GW students have jobs, internships and other classes that can often
conflict with a weekly two-hour window. In
an age where we can electronically communicate in the blink of an eye, it is counterintuitive for some professors to stick to things
like phone calls or, God forbid, old-school
mail boxes.
If the University implemented a schoolwide policy on technology, we would have
one fewer conflict between professors and
students. Barring GW students from taking
notes on their laptops might just be a return
to the days of George Washington himself.
-The writer, a junior majoring in journalism
and mass communication, is a Hatchet columnist.

I don't drink and vote

Last week, Andrew Clark
asked “Are we hung over from
Obama-mania yet?” I’m not
sure what other contributors to
this page may be drinking, but
I must say I don’t remember
ever being drunk.
It seems some individuals
will deny the fact that the elec-

Eshawn Rawlley
tion of a person whose campaign gave hope to millions
could cause such a euphoric
(not “drunken”) ruckus as the
one witnessed last November on this campus. While I,
for one, felt an overwhelming sensation of patriotic
pride while belting “The StarSpangled Banner” outside the
White House with my fellow
citizens, I guess such revelry
doesn’t sit well with some
people who would much rather stay in their residence hall
rooms brooding over their defeat, hatching plans to bring
down Obama.
The clear-eyed, level-headed Republicans who warned
us all of our impending doom
at the hands of Obama now
claim that America is “waking

up” from the trance-like stupor Barack the Magician hypnotized us into last summer.
But remember what happened
when the previous president’s
numbers began to slip as he
started making tough choices
with big consequences? He
was proudly hailed as The
Decider, a man who was uninterested in his popularity but
rather in doing what was necessary and right to strengthen
America. Today, those same
heroic defenders point to this
president’s approval numbers as an unmistakable sign
that the country is finally getting over the “hysteria” of
“Obama-mania.”
And while most of us are
too young to remember, a
quick study of political history
will remind us that when two
Republican presidents won the
youth vote resoundingly in the
1980s, young voters were considered savvy, intelligent and
energetic by the same people
who mock, insult and dismiss
our generation’s political motivations today.
These same sages exercised such admirable caution
in their unappeasable opposition to the economic stimulus
package, which they consider

a failed initiative that has
had a “negligible” impact on
the economy. But as the Wall
Street Journal and others have
recently reported, the stimulus
money spent so far has actually helped stabilize the economy, and the promise of more
funding may spur two to three
percentage points of economic
growth over the next year. The
truth is that Republicans bet

"Those who understood
candidate Obama and
his positions still strongly
support President Obama
and his decisions."
that this plan would fail, and
they lost; as the economy continues to recover, their supposedly sensible “nay” votes ring
hollow.
Conservatives have also
highlighted the apparent hypocrisy of a once “anti-war”
candidate re-engaging the
fight in Afghanistan.
But
what they fail to remember is

that this president did not run
an anti-war campaign. Barack
Obama opposed the misguided war in Iraq and promised
to responsibly reduce combat
forces in that country while
simultaneously recommitting
troops to the “war of necessity” in Afghanistan. We “antiwar liberals” didn’t vote for
Barack Obama because he was
anti-war, but rather because
he was anti-the-wrong-war.
We voted for him because, in
his opposition to the wrong
war, he demonstrated sound
and wise judgment.
Those who understood
candidate Obama and his positions still strongly support
President Obama and his decisions. I don’t feel duped
or cheated, and if I ever feel
hung over it’s likely due to my
choice of beverages, not political candidates. Some say it’s
the spiked Obama-Aid talking, but I hate to break this to
them: my support and continued support of this president
was, and still, is stone-cold
sober.
–The writer, a senior majoring in political science, is president of The GW Enosian Society
and a member of the College
Democrats.

Alex Byers, editor in chief
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AUDIT

from p. 1

programming and outreach,” he said.
Lenn said a focus
group that included faculty, staff and students met
last year to discuss software options that might
meet the needs of GW’s
complicated requirement
system.
“We used this group to
look specifically at what
they needed and expected
from a degree audit system,” Lenn said. “You can
put together a pure vanilla degree audit system
which gives you straight
information, but we are
looking at a system which
is more robust and that
gives students more options.”
Lenn said the group
finalized a report on software options last June
and is negotiating with
software vendors before
the program can move

STEVENS

from p. 1

included plans for 190 units
of apartments, 9,000 square
feet of retail and 90 parking
spaces.
“They’ve
quickly
skewed
into
glorified
dorms,”
Commissioner
Rebecca Coder said of the
apartments at the meeting.
Although most commission members did not
support the Equity plan, a
popular contestant on the
television show “Top Chef,”
Carla Hall, has signed on to
open a shop that occupies
3,500 square feet of retail
space if the city chooses
the proposal, according to a
Washington Business Journal article published last
month.
Hall, a D.C. native, was
one of the final three contestants last season. The
Equity proposal includes
dining and event space for
Hall and her catering company.
Despite the celebrity
component of the Equity
proposal, ANC Commissioner and Foggy Bottom
Association President Asher Corson said he did not

forward.
“There is a preferred
software program, but
negotiations are still ongoing with the vendor,”
Lenn said, adding that
the first rollout of the
system will only include
undergraduate students.
“We’ve decided we will
focus initially only on
undergraduates because
the graduates are just so
complex.”
Jason Lifton, executive vice president of the
Student Association, said
the SA passed a resolution last spring to ensure
that the University makes
the degree audit system a
priority.
“The University said
it is going to take a number of years and the SA is
continuing to make sure
the University holds up to
that promise,” Lifton said.
“It’s not an immediate solution to the problem, but
it is a solution down the
road that we are pursuing.” u

FALL FEST

from p. 1

least two more songs but
disputed whether or not
Kingston had finished his
set. PB chair Tiffany Meehan
said Kingston only missed a
scheduled two-song encore,
but Mike Geremia, the agent
who helped PB book Kingston, said the singer cut his
set by about 15 minutes.
Geremia
added
the
singer was scheduled to do
a meet-and-greet with students from PB, but Kingston
declined after the show.
“I don’t know what
students would get out of
throwing glow sticks on the
stage,” Geremia said.
Meehan
described
Kingston as “very upset.”
“One GW student ruined a show that thousands
came to today and that’s
unbelievable," she said.
Meehan declined to dis-
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cuss PB’s financial engagement with Kingston. Asked
if the shorter show would
effect Kingston’s compensation, Geremia said, “It’s not
his fault that the show was
stopped short and I’ll leave
it at that.”
Meehan, who declined
to answer questions by
phone, said in an e-mail
that many of the bands PB
has brought for Fall Fest
have performed without
a stage on the Lisner patio
with no problem. Kingston
did not use a stage, and
Meehan said there was no
way to know if a raised
platform would have prevented items being thrown
or hitting Kingston.
Some
students
said
Kingston appeared to lip
sync while on stage, but
Meehan said Kingston's microphone was on and functioning.
Freshman Dan Creamer
said Kingston looked “vis-

ibly upset” as he left the
stage. But Creamer added
that he was there to hear
Kingston’s hits “Take You
There”
and
“Beautiful
Girls,” and he heard both of
them.
“It wasn’t that big a
deal, it was still fun with
free food and good music,”
Creamer said.
Many students, though,
were upset that the concert
ended so quickly.
“I wish it could have
been longer,” freshman
Hannah During said. “It’s
GW, it’s not like someone’s
going to take out a gun and
shoot him. If he’s being
paid, people should be able
to throw things. Is he afraid
of glow sticks?”
Meehan estimated 4,000
students attended the festivities on University Yard
where, prior to Kingston’s
concert, students enjoyed
free food and giveaways.
Though she said she was

think Hall’s presence will
affect the decision.
“My expectation is that
it will have absolutely no
impact on the decision of
the city,” Corson said.
Another plan, from
Moddie Turay Co., proposed construction of a
boutique hotel with retail
and office space and 151
parking spaces, but Corson said Friday that the
FBA unanimously recommended the Peebles developer.
“The FBA Board unanimously backed the ANC’s
resolution and submitted
our own letter in support of
the Peebles proposal,” Corson said.
Corson added that additional office space would
only bring more traffic and
pollution to the neighborhood.
“It does nothing for the
community,” he said.
Corson, a GW alumnus,
said he believes it will be
hard for the city to proceed
with any projects in the
neighborhood, such as development of the West End
Library and fire station, if it
doesn’t listen to input from
neighbors on the Stevens
project. u

WWW.GWHATCHET.COM

pleased with the turnout
– a substantial increase
over last year ’s Fall Fest –
Meehan was disappointed
by the way Kingston’s act
ended.
An inflatable jousting booth and slide lined
the edges of the Yard,
and companies like ZipCar and Warner Brothers
sponsored booths. Meehan said there were more
sponsors for Fall Fest this
year than there had been
in the past.
GW vocal groups like
Sons of Pitch, GW Troubadours and GW Vibes also
serenaded students, who
said they made the best of
the afternoon.
“Everyone was having
a good time, except for the
throwing of things,” Riana
Mahmood said. “But we enjoyed the good music.” u
–Alex Byers and Amy
D’Onofrio contributed to this
report.
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Study abroad amends financial policy
Four-tiered
system accounts
for cost of living
by Emily cahn
Campus News Editor
Hatchet file photo

Michael Komo, president of student organization Allied in Pride, rallies
against the US military "don't ask, don't tell" policy in front of the White
House last March.

Group comes to D.C.
to fight gay marriage
by Gabrielle bluestone
Metro News Editor
A national organization
against gay marriage has
opened a D.C. office to fight
any same-sex marriage proposals that may arise in D.C.
this year.
The National Organization for Marriage, a nonprofit group credited with playing a key role in the passage
of Proposition 8, a California
ballot measure to ban gay
marriage, is currently operating out of an office at 1100
H St. NW. NOM has been an
active voice in same-sex marriage debates nationwide,
and the group intends to step
up efforts in D.C., including
stopping “any attempt to repeal the Defense of Marriage
Act (DOMA) that may come
through the courts or lobbying of Congress,” according
to a news release.
The debate over gay marriage in the District flared up
last spring, when the D.C.
Council voted 12-1 to recognize gay marriages performed in other states. Under the legislation, couples
retain all rights and privileges of marriage afforded
in the state where they were
wed. Councilmember David
A. Catania (I) stated earlier
this year that he plans to introduce a broader gay mar-

riage bill, according to The
Washington Post.
“Now gay marriage advocates are pushing Obama
for the penultimate prize:
repealing the federal Defense of Marriage Act, the
only national law that protects marriage. We felt NOM
needed to be here in D.C. to
make the voice of the majority heard,” Brian Brown, the
executive director of NOM,
said in a statement.
Despite a new presence in the D.C. gay marriage debate, Michael Komo,
president of Allied in Pride,
said he is not worried about
his organization's goal of
achieving marriage equality
in D.C.
"I suppose the National
Organization for Marriage
is not paying attention to the
growing support nationwide
for marriage equality," Komo
said. "The organization is
fighting a losing battle. Attitudes are changing. People
are realizing that this is a
matter of equality.”
Brandon Hines, the chairman of College Republicans,
said his group is receptive to
the organization.
“Clearly, this issue is far
from settled and we welcome this added voice to the
debate in making sure that
all points of view are heard,”
Hines said in an e-mail. u

A new four-tiered system will lower the cost of
studying abroad for some
GW students, albeit only by
a few hundred dollars for
most.
While students will
still pay GW tuition if they
choose to study abroad during the academic year, the
Office of Study Abroad announced last week that the
University will now charge
less in some cases for room
and board fees, depending
on the cost of living in the
country where the student is
traveling.
In the past, students
paid a flat fee for room and
board in their country of
choice, no matter what the
cost of living in that specific
region was. Thus, students
studying in Africa, where
the cost of living is low, paid
the same room and board
fees as students studying
in Europe, where the cost of
living is high.

Most students, however, will still pay around the
same price to live abroad as
in the past, said Robert Hallworth, director of GW’s Office of Study Abroad.
“The four-tier system
was developed to take other
factors into consideration
(overall cost, in-country living expenses, and the like)
so that fees more closely reflect relative costs to the [student’s country of choice],”
Hallworth said in an e-mail.
Tier four schools have the
cheapest study abroad fee at
$400, tier three schools cost
$4,900, tier two cost $5,500,
and tier one cost $6,000.
“While there are no geographic certainties, many
programs in developing nations are in Tier 3 and those
in more costly areas (UK and
Western Europe) are in Tier
1,” Hallworth said. “The
vast majority of programs
fall into Tier 2, which typically will not have significant cost change. Under the
previous system fees ranged
from $400 to $6,393.”
In addition to the fourtier system, Hallworth said
$100,000 in additional financial aid will be utilized for
students studying abroad.
Divided evenly between
the average 450 students
who study abroad a semes-

ter, however, each student
would only receive a little
more than $200 in aid.
Despite the fact that
many GW students study
abroad during their time at
the University, the financial
aspect of studying abroad
has been a hot topic for
students over the past few
years. Last year, during a
town hall meeting hosted by
University President Steven
Knapp, students questioned
the study abroad policies
and demanded changes.
Other universities, like
Wheaton College – a small
Massachusetts liberal arts
school with the same policy
of charging tuition costs as
GW – have been sued over
their study abroad financial
policies for being “unfair
and deceptive.”
Because of the financial
policy for studying abroad,
some students have chosen
to take a year off from the
University and study abroad
on their own terms.
Juniors Adam Lovell and
Kathleen Fallon are currently studying abroad at Damascus University in Syria
and said they do not regret
their decision to go around
GW’s study abroad office.
Fallon said she will
not get credits for her time
abroad. She said, however,

by coming to GW with Advanced Placement credits
and taking a few summer
courses, she will be able to
graduate on time with her
friends.
“My friend Myles and I
were planning on petitioning Damascus University
through the study abroad
office, but after a lot of planning, we realized that we
would save about $23,000
just taking a semester off
and going by ourselves,”
Fallon said in an e-mail.
Lovell said studying
abroad without the ties to
GW also gives him more
freedom in his country of
choice.
“I do not regret avoiding the Study Abroad Office,” Lovell said in an email. “I was able to plan
this trip entirely without
their help, and had none
of their deadlines to [comply] with. I simply had to
meet with my advisor to
finalize my leave of absence. More over by taking a leave of absence you
are entirely free to travel
where you like, behave as
you will, and only be held
accountable to the laws of
the country in which you
reside, which is very much
not true of the... programs
in the Middle East.” u
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This week in
GW HIstory:

What’s My
Age Again?
Monday morning recap: Chuckle. Another two, three, four Cheerios dribble down my chin. Snort.
The skim milk my parents have
trained me to drink comes out my
nose. Belly laugh. One hearty, stomach flipping, Santa Claus-rivaling
belly laugh completes my morning routine. Watching Sponge Bob
Square Pants, how can you help but
giggle?

ALI PETERS
Hatchet Columnist
As we wrap up another devilishly fun Welcome Week and charge
into a jam-packed school year, it is
easy to lose sight of what is important about college life. Our professors and parents may insist D.C. and
GW life offer every opportunity you
could want. As students, we know
this simply is not true. The one thing
D.C. lacks is just some time to hang
around on Monday mornings and
watch cartoons - that is, the chance
to just be a kid.
Maybe it is because we spend so
much time watching huffy businessmen traipsing through our campus
all day, or maybe it is because we see
the staggering price of homelessness that we choose to take college
seriously. But, for GW students, it is
even more than that. As we are so
politically aware, it seems at times
the only pressure not thrust upon us
is the pressure to take a breather.
Do you even remember the last
time you opted for the outdated,
back-of-the-rack copy of Highlights
magazine over some trendy one
when you were in the doctor’s office? How about the last time you
traded a beer for a simple glass of
Sunny Delight? The point is, living
in the exhausting beehive of the District sucks us into adulthood even
before we need to mature. Slow
down, GW. It is too easy to grow up
too fast.
This summer I spent a month
babysitting the most energetic
3-year-old ever to invade the Northern suburbs of Chicago. Although
she had an attention span shorter
than the Road Runner, there was
one thing that could keep her focused - Play Doh.
To her, every new mushy mass
was a captivating opportunity for
creation and excitement, each cylinder ready to be molded by her
chubby little fingers. And when any
of the Play Doh molds or containers
would jam, a sincere sense of fear
took hold of her small body as if her
world hinged on its successful reopening.
From her, I learned the great part
of being a kid is finding wonder and
amazement in even the most benign
and ludicrous of situations.
To those of you who still quote
lines from Ben Stiller’s greatest
work, “Heavy Weights,” and find
farts unabashedly hilarious, I salute you. And for the rest of us who
sometimes need a little reminder
just to breathe, try to take a little
time to simply do something fun
in the next few weeks. Between the
health care crisis and the economic
crapshoot, we’ve got enough to
worry about. Your childhood misses you - don’t be afraid to relive it
once in a while. u

21 Years Ago...
Program Board prepares
to serve alcohol at the
“Fallout” festival

Miranda Green
Contributing Life Editor
mgreen@gwhatchet.com

37 Years Ago...
GW sees an exceptionally small freshman class
of only 920

H

27 Years Ago...
A consultant recommends
GW raise tuition to improve
its image

Lights burning all night?

SLICE
of life

Max McGowen
Contributing Life Editor
mmcgowen@gwhatchet.com

by Max mcGowen
Contributing Life Editor
In the past two years GW
has amped up its sustainability campaign, trying to make
GW a more eco-friendly campus. So then why do some
GW buildings such as Lerner
Health and Wellnes Center and
Duqués Hall have their lights
burning long after most of us
have gone to bed?
The answer to this question may not be so clear-cut.
The U.S. Department of Energy Web site says that the type
of lights used in these large
buildings – compact fluorescent lights – are most cost effective and efficient in areas
where lights are on for long
periods of time, less so when
they are turned on for short
periods.
But according to administrators interviewed, there are
other reasons the lights burn
through the night. Cleaning
crews in University buildings
often work late at night and
there are safety compliance issues to consider, Juan Ibanez,
associate vice president for Facilities, said in an e-mail. D.C.
building codes require that the
University keep lights on in
certain areas such as lobbies
and stairwells for security reasons, he added.
Ibanez said there are
“nearly 100 housekeeping staff
members who work throughout campus at night” who need
the lights on as they make their
rounds.
Meghan Chapple-Brown,
director of GW’s Office of Sus-

Viktors dindzans | Photo Editor

Duquès Hall is one of many buildings that keeps its lights on overnight. Different sources had varying reasons for why the lights are kept on.
tainability, said that the lighting issue presents a challenge
that GW is working to resolve.
“Turning lights off is always more energy-efficient
than leaving them on,” she
said.
Chapple-Brown said different buildings have different
needs and are thus on different
schedules, making it hard to
synchronize energy-saving efforts across campus.
Ibanez noted that in Duquès
Hall, the classrooms have occupancy sensors so that the
lights will go off when there is

Let's talk
about

SEX

Good girl, bad girl:
Hoping for a balance
The Hatchet has a new sex columnist on board,
known as Mr. Darcy. He’s here to give the guys’
perspective from under the sheets and beyond. All
names have been changed to protect the naughty.

Mr. Darcy
Sex Columnist
At a party in the onset of my sophomore
year, I saved a girl named Julie from being
sketched on by some guy wearing fraternity
letters. At the end of the night, I asked her
out, she said yes, and we eventually began
dating. Things were going great, until the
spring of my junior year when I left to go
abroad.
While abroad we tried to do the whole

MORMONS

from p. 1

contracted to make the show, filmed Nelson’s graduation, graduation parties, and
came with him for about a week to film GW
move-in and the first few days of school.
Nelson said the crew will be back in about
four months to film more footage. Although
Nelson said having a camera crew following him at all times can be fun, he said it can
get a little awkward.
“Especially on move-in day, having a
camera crew trail behind you is not the

no one present. These sensors,
he said, will also be installed
in study rooms and reception
areas this year.
Upon taking office, University President Steven Knapp
formed a task force on sustainability comprised of students,
faculty and staff to examine
how the University could become more environmentally
friendly.
In its final report of June
2008, the task force noted that
Facilities Management installed occupancy sensors in
its own building as well as in

sections of Funger Hall. It also
proposed a revolving fund to
subsidize new projects that
would make the University
more energy efficient, something that GW officials have
said will begin this year.
In reality, Ibanez said, the
process toward making GW
more eco-friendly is only beginning.
“We are always looking for
ways to improve in this area,
and while we’ve made significant progress over the past
couple years, there’s more to
be done,” Ibanez said.u

friends thing – until I met Natalie. Whereas
Julie was sweet, an intellectual equal, and
the kind of girl you’d bring home to mom,
Natalie was exciting, vivacious, and a fucking tigress. She had a raw sex appeal that Julie never had. Clearly, I learned more abroad
than I expected to.
When I returned from my trip abroad, I
was on good terms with both girls. Every time
I talked to Julie, I was reminded of why I fell
in love with her in the first place. But with
Natalie, things could not have been more explosive. Every time we had sex, I was reminded of why I wanted to keep her around.
School began and I was excited to catch
up with Julie over coffee which, to both my
surprise and satisfaction, came with a blowjob. I admit I did feel a twinge of guilt, because I was planning on seeing Natalie right
after. Julie and I parted amicably and I headed out to pick up a bottle of Smirnoff. I then
went over to South Hall to visit Natalie, with
my alcohol in tow.
This was the first time I’d been in South
Hall. Most people had not moved in yet,
leaving the building somewhat empty. I
walked to her room and she pulled me in
by my collar. I offered the Smirnoff, but she
said it wasn’t necessary. I had experienced
her burning passion before, but it was never
quite like this. I eventually realized we were
making our way towards the main window
overlooking the courtyard. She turned to me
with a wild look in her eyes and said, “Fuck
me. Someone might be watching.”

Of course, as I walked home, Julie called
me. She said she’d been thinking and wanted
to talk about “us.” I hesitantly agreed to dinner
the next day. Over glasses of wine, she looked
at me longingly and began to talk about “how
we used to be.” I downed my glass of wine,
flagged the waiter and ordered another. Oh
God. Forty-five tear-filled minutes and a waytoo-expensive bar tab later, she finally said, “I
want to get back together.”
Thus, I have a dilemma. Julie is the nice,
smart, safe girl with whom I could see myself
in a long-term relationship. Natalie is the girl
who will do things to me that otherwise exist
only in the realm of fiction. To be clear, I had
my share of fun with Julie, but it never went
beyond the usual, and was never that exciting.
But I could talk to her and we could spend
hours talking and laughing and never growing tired of it. If she seems so perfect, why did
I break up with her in the first place?
The bottom line is that I always felt like
I was missing something, like someone else
was just over the horizon who could combine the qualities of both Natalie and Julie,
and I wasn’t about to miss the opportunity
to have both.
So far, the only solution to this conundrum is for me to look out for my own selfinterest. Yes, it may be a cop-out, but I want
to have my cake and eat it too, and it’s just
too easy. I know this can’t go on forever, but I
feel like, until I find that perfect person who
has all the qualities I’m looking for, I don’t
want to be left with nothing. u

most convenient thing, especially because
you’re moving your luggage in, setting up
your room,” Nelson said.
For the most part, Nelson said fellow GW
students were receptive to the camera crew.
“If anything, the camera crew was an
attractive force and people came up to me
and asked me what they were doing and
then they introduced themselves,” Nelson
said.
The fourth of six children, Nelson is
the first child from his family to attend
college outside of the state of Utah, where
his family lives. Nelson said he came to
GW for the political communication major

in the School of Media and Public Affairs,
and to live in a culturally and historically
diverse city.
“(Attending GW) seemed like a great
opportunity for me to grow because I
came to realize Utah is rather insulated
from the rest of the United States."
As far as typical college life goes, Nelson said he sometimes attends parties but
does not drink, adding that “the University has a lot of other great things to offer
other than just the reputation of Thurston
Hall.”
“You can be in the GW world and not
be of the GW world,” he said. u
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Alum pens case study on AIDS "Last Lecture"
Study based on
series returns
grad's travels to
developing world
by Raffi salbashian	
Hatchet Staff Writer
Teresa Uczekaj may have
graduated from GW into the
hardest job market in years
last spring, but the active
humanitarian didn’t have to
spend a lot of time finding a
way to make a difference.
Uczekaj spent her summer studying the correlation
between social values and
principles with the treatment
and progression of AIDS in
India, focusing on women.
She lived and volunteered
at Asha Kirana Hospital in
India, gathering data and

writing a case study on the
challenges facing women
with AIDS, which will be
published in an Indian magazine.
“I found that as an outsider it was difficult to completely understand the answers to my questions. In
order to understand the root
cause of the feminization of
AIDS in India, I needed to
understand what it means to
be a woman in India,” Uczekaj said. “Why were so many
women waiting to seek treatment? Why couldn’t a woman
leave her husband if he was
putting her at risk of infection? Why do some women
mistreat their daughter-in–
laws, having experienced the
same abuses themselves?”
Uczekaj, who led Alternative Spring Break trips in
her time as an undergraduate, decided to switch her

major from medicine to public health after spending her
junior year abroad.
“My junior year I went
abroad with the International Honors Program, which
was a public health program
that went to China, South Africa and India. I realized that
although I love the medical and clinical fields, I also
love the public health aspect
at the community level,”
Uczekaj said. “When I came
back senior year I began to
take global health and other
health courses and realized it
was my passion.”
So after graduating, Uczekaj contacted the nonprofit
organization,
ProWorld,
which focuses on and promotes social and economic
development of third-world
countries by putting “compassionate global citizens”
in contact with their desired

volunteer work.
Once in India, Uczekaj
gathered baseline data on
anemia and turned the information into an official
case study. The study is broken up into three stages of a
woman’s life: daughter, wife
and mother, and “the end of
the day.”
Uczekaj hopes to continue her work abroad and said
she will be joining the Peace
Corps next March to work
on a community development project in sub-Saharan
Africa.
“I learned not only about
the why of service but also
the how. Being a completely
student-run
organization,
[Alternative Spring Break]
was the students doing the
leg work, from fundraising
to planning the logistics of
the trip, we did it all,” she
said. u

Sophomore spreads hope abroad
CNN features
student's travels
with nonprofit
by kristin drouin	
Hatchet Reporter
He thought the boxy
object was a radio. Instead,
then 9-year-old Beloved
Jefeti had picked up a land
mine.
In the years since the explosion, Jefeti, now 18, has
traveled to America, had intensive surgery, and found a
temporary new family. It is
one that includes sophomore
Mari Trubenbach-Mora, who
he met through Operation
of Hope, a volunteer-based
medical organization that
provides facial reconstructive surgery for children.
Tr u b e n b a c h - M o r a ’ s
grandfather, who is an ear,
nose and throat surgeon,
founded the organization,
and she and her family have
journeyed to South America
and Africa with the organization. She also travels domestically to fundraise for
Operation of Hope and her
efforts, and her family’s mission, have been profiled by
O magazine, People maga-

photo courtesy of mari trubenbach-mora

Sophomore Mari Trubenbach-Mora traveled to Ghana this summer for Operation of Hope, which provides facial reconstructive surgery for children.
zine and CNN.
Trubenbach-Mora – who
spent her summer in Ghana
with the organization this

summer – said she would
like to get other GW students involved with Operation of Hope as the group

continues to expand.
“Wherever we’re invited, we’re willing to go,” said
Trubenbach-Mora,
noting
that the organization is looking to begin operations in
Zambia and Mozambique.
During her eight trips
to Ecuador, Zimbabwe, and
Ghana, Trubenbach-Mora
has helped as an administrator and nurse’s assistant
– an experience that has
brought her face-to-face
with patients and their stories.
“I was holding this baby
[who had just come out of
surgery],” said TrubenbachMora, recalling an encounter in Quito, Ecuador. “[The
mom] broke down sobbing.
She said, ‘You will be rewarded in heaven’ – that
stuck with me because it
shows the bigger picture
of how we will be affecting
people.”
Trubenbach-Mora is one
of several GW students who
devotes time and energy
to community service and
volunteer work, according
to the Office of Community
Service. More than 25 percent of the undergraduate
population participated in
service activities during
the 2007-08 school year, according to the office's Web
site. u

Popular
archeology prof
opines on life
by ricki maybruch
Hatchet Reporter
Professor Eric Cline
encouraged a sold-out
crowd in the Marvin Center Amphitheatre to follow
their passions – regardless
of the consequences – last
Thursday night.
“Do what you love,
love what you do, but be
aware it means taking a
chance,” he advised the
filled-to-capacity, mostly
student audience.
His
presentation
kicked off this year ’s “Last
Lecture” series, which the
University started after
a terminally ill Carnegie
Mellon professor gave a
now-famous final lecture
where he answered the
question, “If you knew
this was the last lecture
you would ever give to an
audience, what would you
say?”
In the lecture, Cline
explained that when he
followed his passion and
became an archaeologist,
it took a long time for him
to experience success.
“You just might end
up eating rice and beans
in your parents’ basement,
and don’t say I didn’t
warn you,” he said.
Using a slideshow presentation filled with family photographs, Cline told
his audience that two of his
passions were his family
and digging. His parents
and siblings supported his
interests and accompanied
him on his digs – sometimes paying him surprise
visits on digs.
“I was in Cyprus and
somebody said to me,
‘Dude, these old people
are looking for you.’ So I
said, ‘Uh-oh does she have
red hair?'” Cline said.
Cline said his passions
also include research and
writing. His first “aha!”
moment occurred when
he discovered evidence of
trade that occurred in the

Late Bronze Age, he said.
“I wish to you many
‘aha!’ moments. They are
absolutely wonderful, but
they are few and far between, so treasure them
when you’ve got them,”
he said.
Cline has written several books for scholars and
children and has appeared
on numerous television
shows but said he still has
many goals for the future,
including “taking back archaeology from the crackpots and amateurs.”
Cline explained that in
the last ten years, major
discoveries, like Noah’s
ark and the Garden of
Eden, have been made.
“The problem is the
guys who have found
them. There is one guy

"Do what you love,
love what you do, but
be aware it means
taking a chance."
Eric Cline
Professor
who was a former SWAT
team member,” he said.
“The public doesn’t know
who or what to believe
and we’ve got to take back
our field.”
Writing the lecture,
Cline said, made him realize he is very proud of
his accomplishments and
is satisfied with the life he
leads.
“If I get hit by a bus tomorrow, I will go out smiling,” he said.
Hannah Ringheim, a
sophomore who attended
Cline's lecture, accompanied him on a dig this
summer which she said
changed her outlook on
her future.
“I had been thinking
about majoring in archaeology, but it’s a lot of hard
work and it’s hard to make
money in the field. Professor Cline’s lecture made
me realize that I should
just go for what I’m passionate about,” Ringheim
said. u

Freemasons look to build presence at GW
Organization
wants current
students to join
by Lauren Jacobson	
Hatchet Reporter
A new fraternal organization is surfacing on GW’s
campus, and this time there
will be no Greek letters involved.
A group of GW alumni
that believe in the teachings
of the Masonic people are
looking to start a Freemason
Lodge on campus, said Paul
Nadeau, a 2004 graduate of

the Elliott School of International Affairs. A Freemason
Lodge is not a literal building, Nadeau said, but rather
it is a chapter of Freemason
people, similar to a fraternal organization.
“The word ‘lodge,’ in a
Masonic sense, applies to a
local assembly of Masons
rather than to a physical
structure,” Nadeau said
in an e-mail, adding that
while there are alumni
from the Colonial Lodge,
no current students are
members.
Any GW students, faculty, staff and alumni would
be welcome to join, Nadeau
said, with one exception

Always online:

– membership excludes
women.
University
President
Emeritus Stephen Joel Trachtenberg – who follows the
Freemason teachings – said
an official chapter on campus would be very similar
to a service fraternity and
would be involved in many
public service-related activities.
A Masonic Lodge on
campus could “add value
to a [college] degree,” Trachtenberg said, adding that
in an era where more and
more students are becoming interested in the field
of public service, “doing
things for one’s country are

a part of an undergraduate
and graduate experience.”
Nadeau said there are
about 40 physical Masonic
temples in the U.S., including the Georgetown Masonic Hall, located above the
Abercrombie & Fitch on M
Street, but there are many
more Masonic groups.
While Freemasonry is
a foreign concept to most
students at GW, Nadeau
said that the Freemason
practices and teachings
are more pervasive than
many students would
think.
“Numerous
cornerstones of GW’s old and
new buildings have been

dedicated with a Masonic
ritual ceremony performed
by the Grand Lodge of
Washington, D.C.,” Nadeau
said, noting that the Elliott
School and Townhouse Row
are among them.
Nadeau also noted that
George Washington himself
was a Freemason.
Nadeau said the Masons seek out members of
good character, or patriotic
citizens who seek civil justice and strive to serve their
community. Membership in
a Masonic Lodge is based
upon two requirements: belief in a supreme being and
being male, though Nadeau
did say that some Masonic

organizations will admit
women.
In order to obtain
membership in the Colonial Lodge, a prospective
member must ask the other
members of the lodge to
join. The applicant fills out
a petition, goes through an
interview process, and their
candidacy is voted on by
the current lodge members.
The applicant then goes
through a series of three
rituals to test their motives
for joining.
Nadeau said regardless
of one’s age upon membership, all persons communicate and are treated on an
equal level. u
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**Two-bedroom newlyremodeled condo in
Foggy Bottom. Walk to
campus! Available immediately! New carpet, new
paint, new bathrooms,
new HVAC, new washer/
dryer. Comes partially furnished with leather sofabed, big-screen TV, DVD,
microwave, etc. Security
desk. Call Josh @ 202309-5895.**
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Jobs
Church Nursery Aide for
Church of the Pilgrims,
22nd and P. $17/hr.
10:30-12:30pm Sundays.
Email ashley.goff@verizon.net to inquire.
Co-lead a classroom of
10-15 elementary school
students. Use federal
work study or volunteer
while gaining valuable
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skills. Make a difference in the life of a child
and become a Heads
Up tutor! Email mney@
headsup-dc.org for information.
Sitters Wanted.
$12+ per hour. Register
free for jobs near campus
or home.
www.student-sitters.com
Movie Extras, Actors,
Models Wanted - Up
to $300/day! All Looks
Needed! Call NOW
1-800-458-9303

Sports

Dan Greene
Sports Editor
dgreene@gwhatchet.com
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In brIEf:
Golf

GW’s golf team
opened its fall season
with a tie for seventh
place at the 14-team Turning Stone
Tiger Intercollegiate in Verona, N.Y.
Monday.
The Colonials, who tied with
Hartford at a collective 62 strokes
over par, were paced by senior Cole
Turner, who finished with the tournament in his own tie for seventh
place among the 65 participants.
Turner shot a 67 in the second of
three rounds, tying his previous
personal 18-hole best, which was
set in the opening round of the Old
Dominion University's Sea Scape
Collegiate last October.
Senior Sebastian Polomares
shot GW’s second-lowest score of
the weekend, earning a 31st-place
finish.
GW returns to action this
weekend at the Navy Fall Classic in
Annapolis, Md.

Volleyball

After beginning
the season with a trio
of victories, the GW women’s
volleyball team was swept in three
games at the Minnesota Diet Coke
Classic in Minneapolis over the
weekend.
The Colonials faced a difficult
slate of competition, falling to No.
12 Iowa State and No. 13 Minnesota
by matching 3-0 scores Saturday and
Sunday, respectively. In their second
match Sunday and third in two days,
GW also fell to Auburn 3-1.
Senior Leah Hill led the Colonials with 43 points throughout
the three games, escalating her
performance with totals of nine, 12
and 22 points, respectively.
GW will continue its travels
this weekend at the Villanova
Invitational in Pennsylvania, where
they will face Princeton, UMBC
and host Villanova during the twoday event.

Cross Country

GW’s men’s and
women’s cross country
teams began their fall at the Mount
St. Mary’s duals this weekend, finishing third and fourth, respectively,
among the six teams in their fields.
Junior Andrew Zahornacky
posted GW’s fastest time with a
16:03.97 in the five-kilometer race
while classmate Zach Borenstein
was next with a time of 16:11.94,
which placed them 11th and 15th,
respectively, in the meet.
Freshmen Heather Stevens and
Julia Weir led GW on the women’s
side, finishing 20th and 21st while
classmate Alexandra Smargiassi followed closely behind in 23rd place.
Redshirt junior Megan Hogan, the
Colonials’ top runner, was held out
of the competition.
Both teams will head to Annapolis, Md. next weekend to participate in the Navy Invitational.

Number crunch:

29

The number of
shots taken by
the GW women's soccer team
in their 0-0 tie
against Howard
Sunday. The Colonials allowed the Bison to take
just four in 120 minutes of play.

Last Word:
“Just say it was a planned play –
a well-planned play.”
- Men's soccer head coach
George Lidster on his team's
free kick goal

Jonathan Ewing/Hatchet photographer

Freshman goalkeeper Brendan Lafferty dives to punch away a shot in Saturday's 2-0 win over Howard. Lafferty made his first career start and registered four
saves. Redshirt junior Scott Goossens, the team's regular starter at the position, was ineligible to play after earning a red card in the previous game.

Stadler, Berhanu score in GW win
by dan greene
Sports Editor
Sixty-three minutes into Saturday’s game against Howard, Andy
Stadler had to make a decision. The
senior forward stood outside and left
of the penalty box beside sophomore
teammate Yoni Berhanu, second to
Stadler on the team in scoring last
season, and sized up Bison defenders as they prepared to protect their
goal against an ensuing free kick.
He saw their wall – four or five men
wide – and their goalkeeper out of
position. The choice was made; the
kick would be his.
“We made the decision right
when we were setting up the ball,
who’s gonna take it,” Stadler said.
“Usually we have Yoni take the free
kicks, but in that situation I was
pretty confident that I was going to
score.”
He was right. A few approaching
steps and one right-footed strike bur-

ied the ball in the back-right corner
of the net, breaking what had been a
scoreless stalemate and providing an
edge the Colonials would preserve
on their way to a 2-0 win.
“We’ve worked on that,” head
coach George Lidster said, though
he declined to elaborate on exactly
what they worked on, lest publication of the play’s details jeopardize
the competitive advantage it offers.
“Just say it was a planned play – a
well-planned play.”
Though waived off on Stadler’s
score, Berhanu would go on to tally
a goal of his own in the game’s 83rd
minute, outracing a defender as he
streaked up the left side of the field,
with Stadler at his flank, before putting it past the keeper himself.
GW (1-1) was enjoying a man advantage at this point after Howard’s
Kareem Williams was previously
sent off for collecting his second yellow card of the game. Stadler’s goal
had been on the free kick that fol-

lowed.
The Colonials’ breakthroughs on
the scoreboard came after a litany of
chances – crosses that found no connection on the other end, open shots
that sailed wide or high – came and
went without being seized upon. All
this came after a season-opening loss
to American last week in which GW
failed to score altogether, despite a
similar number of opportunities.
“We just couldn’t finish chances,“ Lidster said of his team’s play
in their first two games. “We have to
put these chances away, otherwise
good teams will certainly beat us.”
The score remained tight at least
in part due to the play of freshman
goalkeeper Brendan Lafferty, who
made the first start of his collegiate
career Saturday. The newcomer from
New York was playing in the place of
normal starter Scott Goossens, a redshirt junior who received a red card
against American for handling the
ball outside the box, and was thus

ineligible for Saturday’s contest.
Any discrepancy between the
two was unnoticeable – Stadler said
the only difference was that Lafferty
“yells a lot more” – as the Colonials’
defense did its part to limit Howard’s chances. Lafferty saved all four
of the Bison's shots on goal, punching away one first-half attempt as he
collapsed to his right.
The Colonials’ attention now
turns toward another local school as
they prepare to host the University of
D.C. at 4 p.m. Tuesday at the Mount
Vernon Athletic Complex. A trip to
play at No. 8/7 University of California (NSCAA/Soccer America)
next weekend follows, giving GW
an early and formidable test as they
continue to seek improvement in this
young season.
“I think we’ll get better as the season goes on,” Lidster said. “It might
not be the next game, it might not be
the game after that – it’s going to take
a while for us to get our rhythm.“ u

Women's soccer held scoreless in draw

by Neil Sharma
Hatchet Reporter
On a hot and muggy day at
Howard’s Greene Stadium, the GW
women’s soccer team seemed to truly dominate the Lady Bison in the
midfield, in the possession battle,
and in the 50-50 balls. But after 90
minutes of regulation, 30 minutes of
overtime and a whopping 29 shots,
the scoreboard never changed and
the Colonials came away with a 0-0
tie.
GW (2-1-1) had a golden scoring opportunity in the sixth minute
of the second half when they had a
free kick from 25 yards, but junior
Jillian Morgan’s strike sailed high
and cleared the crossbar by just a
few inches.
About 10 minutes later, junior
Kirsten Slack methodically dribbled
through the Howard defense and
took a rip from 15 yards out, but Bison goalkeeper Jordan Thomas denied her with just one of her many
big-time saves of the day. GW also
had a flurry of corner kicks toward
the end of the second half – many
of which Slack, a substitute in the
game, forced – but ultimately could
not put any of them away to break
the tie.
“It takes unique individual efforts to score goals,” head coach
Tanya Vogel said after the game.
“Our forwards and center midfielders are still learning, learning to do
whatever that little extra effort required to score a goal.”
Though unable to score, GW
dictated the flow of the game in the
midfield and on the offensive end
while Howard brought nine players
back to do all they could to prevent
a score. The Colonials’ midfielders – sophomore Sierra Smidinger,
senior Brittany Eger and Morgan
– consistently set their forwards up
with beautiful balls that nonetheless
failed to find the back of the net.
On the other side of the ball, the
Colonials’ defense, led by senior tricaptain Emily Gower, did what was
needed to keep the game tied, halting any potential Howard counter-
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Sophomore Sierra Smidinger heads a ball in Sunday's 0-0 tie at Howard. The Colonials managed 29 shots - 16 of them on goal
- in 90 minutes of regulation and two overtime periods, but were nonetheless unable to convert any of them into goals.
attack and allowing just four shots
over the 120 minutes of play.
Also adding strong contributions were a number of freshman
players. Defenders Samie Cloutier
and Molly Bruh and forward Kayley Sullivan – who nearly broke the
scoreless tie in the final seconds of
regulation – all earned high marks
from their coach after the contest.
“We have eight fantastic freshmen and Samie, Molly, and Kayley
have done a great job earning starting spots,” Vogel said. “They’re all

very solid players and we’re excited
to have them aboard.”
Although a tie was not the result the Colonials were looking for,
the players did not seem overly disappointed with their play.
“I think we played really well
today,” Gower said. “We accomplished a lot of our goals that we set
before the game in terms of working
through the midfield and getting a
lot of crosses and shots.”
Gower also believes the team is
one of the strongest GW has had in

recent years, a distinction she said
she believes will become clear as the
young season progresses.
“Honestly, we have so much potential, we’re working out the kinks
now,” she said. “Today we couldn’t
finish, but we’re playing very well
and it will certainly come later in the
season.”
The Colonials will continue to
try to smooth things out Wednesday
when they host Georgetown at the
Mount Vernon Athletic Complex.
The game is set for a 4 p.m. start. u

Men's water polo splits four games in two days at Navy Open

Maybe the men’s water polo team
just takes some time to wake up.
Playing two games on each
day of this weekend’s Navy Open,
beginning the first contest before
noon both Saturday and Sunday,
the Colonials split four games to
open their season. GW (2-2) began
both days with a loss before winning their second time out.

First up was an 18-6 loss to
Concordia (Calif.) in which the
Colonials trailed 11-1 at the game’s
midway point and failed to reverse
their fortunes after the break.
After a few hours off between
contests, GW was back in the pool
that evening, where they found
themselves battling Mercyhurst to
a tie through three quarters. The

Colonials were able to break the tie
in the fourth quarter and stave off
the Lakers for an 8-6 win.
Sunday’s action began with a
rude awakening for GW, as No. 2
Stanford routed the Colonials 17-2.
The Cardinals, last year’s national
runners-up, reeled off 14 unanswered goals to begin the game en
route to their dominant victory.

But once again, the Colonials
were able to bounce back their second time in the pool, wasting no
time in commanding an early 4-1
lead that they were able to convert
into a 10-6 win over Queens (N.Y.) .
GW will return to Annapolis
Friday for their next game against
UC San Diego.

–Dan Greene

